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seek another term after losing a vote of
confidence in his chamber Thursday. The move

follows a third and final debate on the topic
Thursday night in the House of Commons, after
NDP MPP Taras Natyshak put the question on a

motion that called for the Speaker to step down.
Natyshak’s move was initially ruled out of order
in the chamber Thursday afternoon by Speaker
Vic Fedeli, but the NDP MP has since submitted

a special order — a motion the Government
can’t defeat — that will effectively vote on the

Speaker’s legitimacy and potential ouster.
Natyshak’s motion called on Fedeli to step
aside. It was a rare occurrence — no MP or

minister has brought forward such a motion in a
decade — but the outcome was never in doubt.
There was only one other MP who supported the
motion, and in the final hour, that MP voted with
the NDP. The motion was narrowly defeated on

a vote of 76-71. “After the second motion of
censure last month, we were deeply

disappointed but committed to serve until a
balanced and fair government is formed,”

Natyshak said in a statement. “We are pleased
that the government has worked toward a
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public inquiry into the SNC-Lavalin scandal to
get to the bottom of this illegal attempt to avoid
justice.” The SNC-Lavalin affair has erupted into

an international political crisis for the Ford
government, led by Progressive Conservative

leader Patrick Brown, following revelations that
the Canadian Criminal Justice branch of the
department of justice actively intervened on
behalf of SNC-Lavalin. SNC-Lavalin has been
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